
 

Brian Parsley to speak at Markex 2012

Top international speaker, Brian Parsley, will be among the elite group of speakers and MCs giving half-hour presentations
at no cost in the USB Speakers Pavilion as part of Markex World of Events 2012 next week.

From the confines of an intimate theatre in Hall 2 of South Africa's definitive marketing, promotions and special event
exhibition, firm favourites such as ETV news mogul Debora Patta, soccer legend turned motivational speaker Gary Bailey
and South Africa's leading advertisement and branding commentator Andy Rice will regale, motivate, educate and fascinate
audiences for short, half-hour presentations on their respective fields of expertise. This unique opportunity to get a taste of
the personality and appeal of some of South Africa's leading speakers is presented by Unique Speaker Bureau in
association with Markex, giving corporate communications experts, event managers and PR consultants a great opportunity
to source MCs, speakers for conferences, gala dinners, company teambuilding and workshops.

Topping the bill at Markex this year is international speaker Brian Parsley, who was rated one of the best business speakers
in the USA. Brian will be in South Africa for several weeks following Markex and is available for engagements during this
time, offering his world-renowned insights on 'Running your business like a six-year-old' to South African corporate
audiences.

Speakers

Other world-class speakers include political analyst and global futurist Daniel Silke, SA's marketing maverick Thebe
Ikalafeng, creative and strategic thinker Greg Norman, powerful motivational speaker Justin Cohen and sales guru Mark
Keating.

The speaker line-up.

Also on the cards at the show this year is the all-new Markex DMMA Digital Media Village, an internet café, giving you the
chance to network, surf the net and connect with strategic and creative companies offering services in the digital media
arena, all made possible in partnership with the Digital Media and Marketing Association (DMMA) and Scan Displays.

There is loads more to see, hear and touch so be sure to pre-register for this marketing, promotions and special events
exhibition. Entrance without a ticket is R50. All visitors can pre-register on www.markex.co.za to avoid the entrance fee and
registration queues. Please note that genuine resellers wishing to access the Markex Trade Show in Hall 1 require a pin
code to pre-register via the website, which can be obtained from any of the exhibitors in this section of Markex or by
emailing az.oc.rptarts@ailoniV .
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